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1 List of Current Chapter Member

Zhe Cui       Shu-Lu Wang
Zi Wang       Li Mei
Yong Zhou      Yin-Hai Li
Xiao-Qiang Zhang     Liang-Fu Zhu
Lei Mao       Xin-Rui Lei
Lu Han

2 Activities in 2013’

2.1 Science and Technology Week in 2013: Enter the World of Optics

In May 2013, the SPIE Student Club held one large science popularization activity. The purpose of the activity is to promote the new achievements in modern optics. Within 2 days, over 3000 citizens visited our exhibition.

The exhibition was divided into three parts: the posters on low carbon world, the LED illumination exhibition and 3-D display technology exhibition.
2.2 Select talented students for the science competition

In the first College students’ innovation competition of scientific popularization in Anhui, in July, 2010, Wang Shu-lu, selected from the SPIE Student Club won the top grade award with his partners by their entry work: From Cheng-jiang Biota to low carbon Expo garden. As a representative of the competitors, Wang Shu-lu made a statement at the award ceremony.
In the third College students’ innovation competition of scientific popularization in Anhui, in July, 2012, Dong Lei, another member from our club won the second award with his partners by their entry work: The auto-stereoscopic animation display of the Chengjiang Biota.

In the 13th "Challenge cup" college students' extracurricular academic competition of science and technology, in October, 2013, Wang Shu-lu won the second award of national competition by his entry work: The application of the Chengjiang Biota’s modern display of in scientific popularization.

2.3 Annual Meeting

On Feb. 17, 2014, the annual meeting of our chapter was held. The chapter advisor Prof. Hai Ming praised the outstanding members in this
year and proposed his wish for the development of chapter in the New Year. President of our chapter, Dr. Zhe Cui summarized the activities of our chapter in 2013. Every member of our chapter gave their own advises for our chapter.

3 Future Plan

3.1 Visit the optical company

3.2 Invite professors to give lectures

3.3 Holding an exhibition

3.4 Increase the number of members

3.5 Communicate with other student clubs